SLIDE ASSEMBLY
#993-18 #993-30 #993-45 #993-60 #993-72
Installation Instructions

Taylor Made Convertible slide assemblies are furnished in standard 18" or 30" lengths designed to use in conjunction with the standard deck hinges furnished with your convertible top. If necessary, these slides may be reduced in length by cutting the slide channel to the desired length and re-drilling the 3/16" hole.

PARTS LIST:
2 - #802700 Aluminum Slide Track
4 - #596200 Cover Plate
2 - #585400 B Nylon Slides
4 - #953400 #10-32 x 7/16" Machine Screws
4 - #912600 #8 x 1 Pan Hd Screws
2 - #901100 7 x 1 Slotted Oval Hd. (for 993-60 and 993-45 only)
4 - #901100 7 x 1 Slotted Oval Hd. (for 993-72 only)

TO INSTALL:
1. If Boatop® is already mounted, remove deck hinges and attach nylon slides as shown in sketch. (See Sketch #1)

2. Insert hinges into slide track and install tracks on gunwales as nearly parallel as possible, so that the forward end tip falls just ahead of the normal position of the deck hinge. (See Sketch #2)

3. When the top is up, the hinges must butt against the forward end tips. When the top is down, the top can then be folded either forward behind the windshield or slide back to lay across the motor well board.
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